INTRODUCTION
A commonly used approach in software validation consists in describing the structure of a program by a directed graph. The génération of program test paths gives rise to path problems, which are of interest from both theoretical and practical standpoints. For example, Gabow, Maheshwari and Osterweil (1976) and Ntafos and Hakimi (1979) discussed the search of a minimum path cover and the search of constrained paths; Ntafos and Hakimi (1981) proposed the use of structured graphs in structured programming, and presented new theoretical results. Ntafos and Gonzalez (1984) gave a review of known results for directed acyclic graphs.
Graphs can also be used to describe the behavior of concurrent Systems (see for example Sahner and Trivedi (1987) , El-Rewini and Lewis (1990) and Kapelnikov, Muntz and Ercegovac (1989) ). The level of details varies in each model: a node in the graph can represent a simple machine instruction or a whole task. For this latter case, the BF-graphs -a particular type of directed hypergraphs (see Gallo étal, 1993 )-pro vide a powerful descriptive tool, since they offer a most natural way of modeling several features of parallel environments, such as multiple task precedence or simultaneous exécution in a synchronous sytem.
Kapelnikov, Muntz and Ercegovac (1989) presented a new model for the performance évaluation of concurrent Systems, in particular, for obtaining an approximation of the average exécution time of parallel computation programs. To this aim, they defined a Computation Control Graph (CCG), where nodes represent tasks and arcs model precedence constraints between tasks. The existence of rules for classifying different types of arcs in a CCG in terms of the precedence relations, shows an interesting possible application of BF-graphs. Indeed, the above precedence relations can be easily modeled with BF-graphs.
Even though it is not our purpose to define a hypergraph-based model for parallel computations, we observe that in this framework several hyperpath problems may arise in the génération of test hyperpaths for parallel programs validation, or for the static performance évaluation. The above applications motivate the present analysis of several hyperpath problems. Our main goal is to develop efficient algorithms for polynomially solvable problems, and also to contrast our results with that obtained with directed graphs. In Section 2, we present an overview of the basic concepts of directed hypergraphs and hyperpaths. An algorithm for finding BF-paths is given in Section 3, while Section 4 considers some more difficult variants, namely the search of a BF-path cover. Finally, BF-paths with constraints are discussed in Section 5; polynomial algorithms for particular cases are given.
DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
This Section introduces the hypergraph notation used throughout the paper. A more detailed introduction to directed hypergraphs can be found in Gallo et al (1993) .
A directed hypergraph is a pair H -(V,£) where V is the set of nodes, and E is the set of hyperarcs. A hyperarc a G £ is a pair {Tail{a), Head(a)), where Tail(a) and Head(a) are disjoint subsets of V. A hyperarc a is a B-arc (respectively an F-arc) if \Head(a)\ < 1 (respectively if \Tail(a)\ < 1). A B-graph (respectively an F-graph) is a hypergraph whose hyperarcs are B-arcs (respectively F-arcs). A BF-graph admits both B-arcs and F-arcs. Every hypergraph TC can be transformed into a BF-graph by replacing eaeh hyperarc a by the hyperarcs (Tail(a) y {n a }) and ({n a )}, Bead(a)) where n a is a new node.
We dénote by BS(v) = {a E S \ v G Head(a)} and
FS{v) = {ae£\veTail(a)}
respectively the backward star and the forward star of node u. Let n and m be the number of nodes and hyperarcs in a BF-graph 7ï. We define the size of a BF-graph as follows:
A BF-graph H = (V,£), where V = {a, 6, c, d, 1,2,3,4,5, *} is shown in Figure 1 .
A path P s t in a BF-graph is a séquence of the form: contains no cycles, it is acyclic. A path P$t is called backward cycle-free if the following condition holds:
and is called forward cycle-free if the following condition holds:
Given a BF-graph H -(V, £), it is possible to define différent types of hyperpath. Gallo étal. (1993) distinguish the B-paths, the F-paths and the BF-paths.
A B-hyperpath n st (or simply a B-path), of origin s and destination t, is a minimal (in the inclusion sensé) BF-graph H^ -(VV,^) satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) s,t£Vv= U Tail(e)UHead{e); ee£" (iii) v E HT ^> there exists in TY^ a backward cycle-free path P sv .
An F-hyperpath n s t (or simply an F-path), of origin s and destination t, is a minimal BF-graph W z = (VV,^) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) together with the following one:
(iv) v G HT => there exists in H w a forward cycle-free path P vt .
A BF-hyperpath 7r$t (or BF-path), of origin s and destination t, is a minimal BF-graph Ti^ -(W,^) satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) above. We say that a node u is B-connected (F-connected, BF-connected) to node v in H if there exists inWa B-path (F-path, BF-path) ir s t.
Consider the BF-graph in Figure 1 ; there is only one path Connecting node a to s, namely P sa = (s, ({s}, {1}), 1, ({1, a}, {6}), b, ({6}, {a}), a), which is not backward acyclic. Therefore, a is not B-connected to 5, nor is node 6, as a conséquence. Clearly, t is not F-connected to d. In Figure 2 
HYPERPATHS IN BF-GRAPHS
We consider first the problem of checking B-connection and F-connection. Following is a simplified version of procedure Bvisü(s,H) (Gallo et al, 1993 ) that détermines the set of nodes B-connected to the origin node s in the BF-graph 7i. For each node u G H, the label blabel(u) is set to true if u has been visited, i.e. it is connected to 5. (7i) ). Indeed, for each node u E Q, the hyperarcs e G FS(u) will be examined. If e is a B-arc, then T(e) will be updated at most \Taü(e)\ times; if e is an F-arc, T(e) will be updated at most once, but then (Jïead(e)j nodes will be examined.
In order to check F-connection, we can follow the same approach introduced for B-connection. Procedure Fvisü(t y TC) finds the set of nodes to which the destination t is F-connected. In this case, the visit of the BF-graph starts from the node t, and proceeds in a backward fashion. The label flabel(u) indicates that node u has been visited. Transforming procedure Bvisit into Fvisit is straightforward; similar to the previous procedure, the complexity
of Fvisit{t,H) is O(size(H)).
Note that when the BF-graph H is a directed graph, Bvisit and Fvisit respectively perforai a direct and reverse Breadth-First search, if the set of nodes Q is implemented as a queue. The traditional linear complexity is therefore achieved.
In order to devise a method for determining BF-paths, we must first introducé the notion of frontier graph. A frontier graph Ti! = (V^S^s^t) is a BF-graph in which:
-5 and t are the origin and destination nodes; -v e V =^> v is B-connected to 5, and t is F-connected to v in ü!.
Given a BF-graph H = (V, £)
, and two nodes 3, t € V, the frontier graph of Ti is a maximal (in the inclusion sensé) frontier graph Ti! = (V, <f' . s, t) contained in ?i.
Note that the frontier graph of a given BF-graph TC is unique, and can be empty. The frontier graph of the BF-graph in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3 .
The following procedure frontier{Ti^Ti! . t s, t) finds the frontier graph TÜ ~ (ViS'yS.t) of a given BF-graph H. At the beginning, one has Ti! -Ti. At each itération, procedures Bvisit and Fvisit are executed. Each node u such that blabel(u) = f aise or flabel(u) = f aise is deleted, together with the hyperarcs in FS{u) U BS(u). The procedure itérâtes until there is no more node to delete. If node s or node t is deleted, then the frontier graph is empty. In the worst case, only one node will be deleted at each itération. Since the procedures Bvisit and Fvisit take O(size(Ti))> and may be called at most n times, the complexity of procedure frontier{Ti,Ti f .
5, t) is O{nsize(H)).
The détection of the frontier graph is a crucial step in the search of a BF-path. Observe that Ti! satisfies condition (i)-(iv) of the définition of BF-path, and hence, a BF-path from s to t, if it exists, is contained in li!. However, a non-empty frontier graph is not necessarily minimal, and finding a BF-path Tr st niay require a certain réduction by deleting nodes or hyperarcs. To this aim, one can proceed as follows. Let Tï ff the BF-graph obtained from H f by deleting a node u. If TC N contains a nonempty frontier graph T, Til can be replaced by T\ otherwise, node u must be kept in H!. This step is repeated for all nodes to produce a node minimal frontier graph W. Clearly, this takes an overall O(n 2 size(H)) time.
A similar technique can be adopted to produce an arc minimal frontier graph from V!. A hypergraph Tï n is obtained by deleting hyperarc e E £', and procedures Bvisit and Fvisit are then applied. If for some node u G V' blabel(u) -false or flabel{u) = false, then clearly e must be kept in £'; otherwise, it can be deleted from £ f . This step is performed for all hyperarcs, with an overall O(m size(H)) complexity, until one obtains a node minimal and are minimal frontier graph Ti! = (V',£',s,£), corresponding to a BF-path iç st . Observe that depending on the order in which nodes and hyperarcs are considered different BF-paths Tz st are identified.
The following procedure BFpath(H) finds a BF-path in a BF-graph 7ï (if one exists) in O((n 2 + m)sizeÇH)) time. 
In Figure 4 we show the four BF-paths from s to t contained in the BF-graph of Figure 1 , that is, in the frontier graph of Figure 3 .
For example, the BF-path in Figure 4 (c) is obtained as follows: first, node 1 is deleted, obtaining a node minimal frontier graph; then, arc minimality is obtained by deleting hyperarcs ({3},{4}) and ({4},{t}). 
BF-paths in Acyclic BF-graphs
If the BF-graph H is acyclic, a significant simplification can be introduced into procedure frontier{T-L^Ti!,s,i). Indeed, if all the nodes in 7i are connected to 5, then they are also B-connected to s, and similarly, if t is connected to ail nodes, it is also F-connected to ail of them. Hence, it is not necessary to apply procedures Bvisit and Fvisit: it suffices to delete each node u such that FS{u) = 0, i.e. node t is not connected to u, and each node u such that BS(u) = 0, i.e. u is not connected to s. After deleting the hyperarcs incident to these nodes, it is possible that additional nodes become disconnected. However, each node and hypearc will be considered at most once. The proposed simplification is described in the following procedure A-frontier. The counters nf{u) and nb(u) give the current number of hyperarcs in FS(u) and BS(u) 9 respectively. 
OTHER HYPERPATH PROBLEMS IN BF-GRAPHS
In this section we consider some polynomially solvable path problems on graphs, and show that the corresponding hyperpath problems are NP-complete.
Given a directed graph G -(iV,A), one may be interested in finding a path P$t containing a given set of nodes F* E N. This problem can be solved in linear time (see Gabow et ai, 1976) , provided that P st is not required to be elementary. If an elementary path is required, then the resulting problem is NP-complete, since it is equivalent to the Hamiltonian Path Problem (see Garey and Johnson, 1979) . Observe that a BF-path in a graph is by définition elementary, since it is required to be minimal. It follows immediately that finding a BF-path containing a given set of nodes is an NP-complete problem.
Another well known graph problem is that of finding a minimum path cover, i.e. a minimum cardinality set of paths P = {pi,P2, • • • >Pq}, of origin s and destination t, such that each node in the graph belongs to at least one path. Ntafos and Hakimi (1979) presented polynomial solutions for this problem. In the following, we will restrict ourselves to frontier graphs, in which by définition each node belongs to at least one BF-path from the origin to the destination. We shall prove that the problem of finding a minimum cardinality set of BF-paths covering a frontier graph Ji (BF-path Cover) is NP-complete, even if H is a B-graph.
Clearly, the problem is in the class NP; in order to prove the NP-completeness, we show a réduction from the Vertex Cover problem (see Garey and Johnson, 1979) . Given an undirected graph G - (N,A) , a cover of G is a set V Ç N such that every arc (u, v) E A has at least one endpoint in V. Vertex Cover may be formulated as follows: given G and an integer k, answer "yes" if and only if there exists a cover of G of cardinality not greater than k. Let AD(u) be the set of arcs incident to node u in G, we can associate with G a B-graph H = (V,£) where: -V = {v a \a E A} U {s,t};
such that a u -({v a ' a E AD(u)},{t})\ Due to the particular structure of H, a BF-path -K s t in H contains a single hyperarc a u , and the hyperarcs Connecting the nodes in Tail(a u ) to 5. Hence, each cover V of G corresponds to a unique set of BF-paths covering the nodes in H. The NP-completeness of BF-path cover follows immediately from the above observations. A graph G and the corresponding B-graph H are shown in Figure 5 . A minimum vertex cover in G is given by the set 6,c and a minimum BF-path cover of H is given by two BF-paths containing the B-arcs b and c respectively. 
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CONSTRAINED BF-PATHS
Let G -( JV, A) be a directed graph, and C a set of k unordered pairs (u } v), UjV E N. Consider the following two path problems:
Impossible Pair Problem (IP): is there a path from an origin s to a destination t that contains at most one node of every pair {u, v) G Cl Must Pair Problem (MP): is there a path from an origin s to a destination t that contains either both nodes or none of every pair (u.v) G C? For these problems, some results are known. Gabow et al (1976) showed that the Impossible Pair problem is NP-complete even for acyclic directed graphs. The Must Pair problem is also NP-complete, even for structured graphs (Ntafos and Hakimi, 1981) . Polynomial solution algorithms are known only for trees (Gabow et al, 1976) . Nevertheless, for particular cases of pairs, a polynomial algorithm can be devised.
Two nodes u,v G G are independent if G does not contain any path P uv or P vu . Node u is strong for v if u belongs to each path Connecting v to the origin s, or Connecting the destination t to v. A pair u,v e C is stable if either u and v are independent, or one of them is strong for the other. As observed by Markenzon and Szwarcfiter (1987) IP and MP are solvable in polynomial time if all the pairs in C are stable. Intuitively, it is easy to see that in an IP problem one can ignore a pair of independent nodes, while if node u is strong for node v then v must be deleted. In MP, two independent nodes must be deleted, and a pair such that each node is strong for the other can be ignored. Moreover, if only one of the nodes in a pair is strong for the other, it is possible to simplify G, without affecting the solution, so that each node becomes strong for the other. Observe that, due to the above simplification, a non-stable pair (u, v) G C can become stable. It is therefore possible to devise an algorithm which repeatedly searches and deletes a stable pair (u, v) E C, possibly simplifying G. This algorithm is partial, in the sense that it either finds a solution or halts with C containing only non-stable pairs.
In the following, we generalize IP and MP to BF-paths in BF-graphs. We extend the définition of stable pairs to BF-graphs, devise solution techniques for stable pairs, and propose a polynomial partial algorithm. The proposed approach is then adapted for directed graphs.
Stability in BF-graphs
For the sake of simplicity, we formulate constrained BF-path problems on frontier graphs; the extension to gênerai BF-graphs is immédiate. Let H =(V, £\ s,t) be a frontier graph, and C a set of k unordered pairs (u, v) 7 The above two problems are NP-complete, since they correspond to IP and MP when 7i is a directed acyclic graph. To give a définition of stable pairs in BF-graphs, we introducé the concept of necessity and independency.
Dénote by 7i u the BF-graph obtained from H by deleting node u and the hyperarcs in FS(u) U BS(u). Let T u be the frontier graph of H u , obtained applying procedure frontîer(H u , T u , 5,.£). A node u G V is necessary for node v if v does not belong to T u , Observe that if u is necessary for v then u belongs to each BF-path n s t containing v. Moreover r node u remains necessary for v if we delete some nodes and hyperarcs from H: we say that the necessity property is preserved under the deletion opération.
We say that H is splittable if there exist /(> 2) BF-graphs 7i % -(V\£\ s. t), 1 < i < /, satisfying the following properties:
-s = U Figure 6 . -Independent graphs.
•-v i nv j = {s,*},i < i < j < iThe BF-graphs TL l are called independent graphs; two nodes are independent ïf they belong to different independent graphs of TL. Observe that, due to the minimality of BF-paths, it cannot exist a BF-path 7r st eontaining a pair of independent nodes. More precisely, each BF-path 7r st is contained in one independent graph. The independency property is preserved under the deletion opération as well. Indeed, if nodes or hyperarcs are deleted from TL, then a further splitting of some independent graphs may be possible, but independent nodes will remain independent.
An example of splittable BF-graph is given in Figure 6 . The two independent graphs contain the set of nodes {s, £>a, &,c} and •{$,£,1,2,3,4,5} respectively.
The independent graphs of a BF-graph can be easily identified as follows. Initially, a node u E TL is inserted into a new independent graph TL % \ for each node v ^ s, t inserted into W, the hyperarcs in FS(v) U BS(v) and the nodes in these hyperarcs are inserted into TL 1 . This process terminâtes when no more nodes can be inserted into TL\ and is repeated until all nodes have been inserted into some independent graphs. The foliowing procedure IGraphs(TC,s,t) implements the above method, the label In(u) takes the value % if node u is inserted into the independent graph TL\ 
IGraphs(H : s y t)
identifies the independent graphs of 7i in 0{size{7i)) time.
Both IPBF and MPBF problems can be solved efficiently when they involve pairs of independent or necessary nodes. Consider the IPBF problem first. If for a pair (tt, v) G C node u is necessary for v, then node v can be deleted, since it does not exist a BF-path -ïr st containing v and not containing u. Both nodes can be deleted if each of them is necessary for the other. Moreover, if u and v are independent, the pair (u^v) can be ignored, since u and v will not belong to the same BF-path. Similarly, for the MPBF problem, a pair (n, u) G C can be ignored if each node in the pair is necessary for the other. Moreover, if u and v are independent, then they can be deleted, since it does not exist a BF-path containing both of them.
The above observation suggests a possible extension of the concept of stable pairs to BF-graphs. However, the case in which only one node in a pair is necessary for the other is treated in a different way for IPBF and MPBF. As a conséquence, the définition of stable pair in a BF-graph dépends on the problem considered. In particular, we give the following two définitions: -a pair (IA, V) is stable for IPBF problem if either u and v are independent, or (at least) one of them is necessary for the other; -a pair (n, v) is stable for MPBF problem if either u and v are independent, or each one of them is necessary for the other.
An Algorithm for Stable Pairs
The above définitions allow the extension to BF-graphs of the solution approach for stable pairs in graphs. A partial algorithm for the IPBF or MPBF problem may be described as follows:
Algorithm Stable-Pairs 1. If C is empty, go to Step (4); otherwise, if C does not contain a stable pair then return "not solvable"; 2. Let S be the set of stable pairs in C\ set C = C -S, and find the set Vs of nodes to be deleted from Ti\ 3. Delete from H the nodes in Vs, and replace H with its frontier graph;
if H is empty, return "no"; otherwise go to Step (1); 4. If t is BF-connected to s in H then return "yes"; else return "no".
Note that the definiton of stable pair, and the set of nodes Vs found in
Step 2, depend on the particular problem considered. Note also that a pair (w, v) E C can be considered stable if either u or v has been deleted. For each pair (w, v) E S, the nodes inserted in Vs can be determined as follows: 
Recall that each stable pair remains stable after the exécution of Step 3, therefore, the algorithm correctly solves the problem when the set C contains only stable pairs. If the answer is "yes", a valid BF-path 7v st can be found in the resulting BF-graph H.
The following proposition establishes the complexity of algorithm Stable-Pairs, where k -\C\. 
Algorithm Stable-Pairs terminâtes in O(min{n,k)n size(H)) time.
Proof: First, observe that each step is performed at most min{k,n} times, and that Step 1 and Step 2 can be implemented in O (h) time if pairs of necessary and independent nodes are known. Moreover, Step 3 takes an overall O(n sizeÇH)) time. Indeed, in the whole séquence of updating of H, procedures Bvisit(s^T-i) and Fvisit(t,H) may be applied at most n times. The crucial part of the algorithm is the détection of necessary and independent nodes, we now show that this task can be performed with an overall O(min(n y k)n size(7ï)) complexity.
Consider first the search of independent nodes. The independent graphs of 7i can be found in O(size(H)) time, and this search needs to be repeated at most min{k, n} times. The resulting overall cost is O(min{k y n} size(7i)).
In order to check that node u is necessary for node v, we build the frontier graph T u of the hypergraph H u obtained from H by deleting u. When 7i is modified in Step 3, we can directly delete the nodes in Vs from T u , and then replace T u by its frontier graph. The séquence of updating of T u takes an overall 0{n size(H)) time. If two hypergraphs T u and T v are built for each pair (u,v) G C, we can détermine necessary nodes in O(kn size(H)). Actually, it is not necessary to build more than n BF-graphs, one for each node in H, therefore, we can find pairs of necessary nodes with an overall O(min{n^k}n size(7i)) cost.
Since we can assume k is O(n 2 ), and size(H) > n, the cost of finding necessary nodes dominâtes the cost O(min{n 7 k}(k + size(H))) of the remaining opérations, and this complètes the proof. D
Observe that the complexity of Stable-Pairs is dominated by the cost of finding a BF-path: O((n 2 + m)size(H)).
Acyclic BF-graphs and Directed Graphs
When acyclic BF-graphs are considered, a better time bound can be obtained. In fact, by adapting the technique used in procedure A-frontier, we can maintain 7i 9 and each frontier graph T XI , with an O(size(Tù)) cost. This gives an overall O(n size(7i)) cost for finding necessary nodes and leads to an O(min{n, k}(k + size(7i))) complexity.
The approach of algorithm Stable-Pairs can be applied to directed graphs. Assume that the BF-graph TC is a graph, it is easy to see that a node u is strong for v in 7i if and only if u is necessary for v, Hence we can find strong nodes with an overall O(min(n\k)nm) cost, where m = |£|, since size(7i) is O (m). In order to check whether two nodes u, v are independent, we rnust search two paths P uv and P vu : this can be done in O (m) time by a standard Breadth First visit of the graph (e.g. by procedure Bvisit). Observe that, in order to check each pair (u, v) G C, no more than rnin{2k : n} visits are needed. This step must be performed at most min{n, k} times, with an overall O(min{n,k} m) cost. Hence, the complexity of the graph version of Stable Pairs is O(min{n,k}nm). A better resuit can be obtained for acyclic directed graphs. In this case we can find strong nodes with an overall O(min{n, k}m) cost. In order to find independent nodes, we can proceed as follows. Let G u the BF-graph obtained from H by deleting the nodes not connectée! to u. Each time a node is deleted from H, we update G u accordingly, using the same technique adopted in procedure A-frontier. If the backward star of a node v in G u becomes empty, node v is no longer connected to u in Ti, and is deleted from G u . It is easy to see that G u can be maintained with an overall O (m) cost. Again, we need to build at most min{n,k) graphs to solve the problem. Therefore, we can implement Stable Pairs with an overall 0{min{n, k}(k 4-m)) complexity.
It is worth noting that for acyclic BF-graphs, when k > size(Ti) ( k > m for graphs) the complexity of the algorithm is determined by the cost of finding the set S in Step 2. This task can be performed with an overall O(n 2 ) cost by using a table of pairs, of size n x n, and by keeping a list of stable pairs instead of scanning the whole set C at each itération. The details of the implementation are rather straightforward, and are omitted hère. As a conséquence, we can implement Stable-Pairs with an overall O(min{k,n}size(H)) complexity (O(min{k,n}m) for graphs). Note that the cost of finding a BF-path in an acyclic BF-graph is O(n size(H)).
CONCLUSIONS
Hypergraphs are promising tools for describing parallel environments. In this paper, we considered some hyperpath problems related to these applications, First, we devised a polynomial algorithm for finding BF-paths in BF-graphs. Then we presented some NP-complete problems, such as BF-path Cover, whose analogues for graphs are known to be polynomially solvable. Finally, we considered constrained BF-paths, and extended to BF-graphs some NP-complete constrained path problems. We presented a polynomial algorithm for special cases of constraints; improved versions of this algorithm were devised for acyclic BF-graphs and (gênerai or acyclic) directed graphs.
The problems treated hère might be restated in terms of B-graphs (or F-graphs) instead of BF-graphs; our solution techniques can be easily adapted to these cases. For example, consider the problem of finding a B-path -K st , where t is a node B-connected to s. A suitable version of procedure BFpaih finds a B-path 7r st in O(nsize(TC)) time (O(size(7i) ) for acyclic BF-graphs). Note that this problem was not considered in Gallo et al (1993) .
